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What You 
Should Know 
When Selling 
the Company

By John Borneman,  
Semler Brossy Consulting Group

M
erger and acquisition (M&A) 
act ivity has increased at a 
record pace during the past 

several years and many executives 
believe that deal activity will stay 
strong near term. High corporate 
profits combined with low economic 
growth have made business leaders 
hungry for investment opportunities, 
and M&As can appear highly attractive.

However, corporate transactions 
create several complex compensation 
issues that require careful evalua-
tion, and advance preparation is key. 
You don’t want to wait until you are 

How to start 
preparing before any 
transaction begins.
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already in negotiations for your company 
to be bought before you begin to assess 
all plans and provisions and the potential 
implications of a change in control on your 
executives and employees. Knowing what 
all of the applicable provisions are — and 
ensuring that they are competitive and effec-
tive — is critical to a successful outcome once 
the fast-paced and high-intensity process of a 
deal gets underway.

This article will help you with the advance 
preparation for managing a change-in-
control process, including:
 ❙ Identifying the various plans and agree-
ments that may come into play during a 
transaction and cataloguing the relevant 
change-in-control provisions.

 ❙ Assessing competitiveness and potential 
issues or gaps with current arrangements 
under a change in control, including 

Internal Revenue Code (IRC) Section 280G 
issues and considerations.

 ❙ Addressing any shortfalls in current plans 
or agreements and creating a playbook for 
successful transition of incentive plans.

Preparing for M&A Step 1

Identify Your Plans
A merger or major acquisition is a highly 
disruptive event, especially when you are 
in the company being sold. The bringing 
together of two companies creates tremen-
dous uncertainty: Who is going to be in 
charge? How well do the cultures fit? Who 
gets to keep their jobs and who might be 
terminated? All this uncertainty creates 
significant retention risks. High-performing 
individuals and executives will likely begin 
looking for alternative employment — 
where they get to choose their own new 
colleagues and new roles — rather than 
waiting and seeing what happens after the 
dust settles following a transaction.

This does not mean that a company needs 
to start creating a lot of new retention 
awards as soon as it begins to negotiate 
an M&A deal. On the contrary, such 
special retention awards can significantly 
increase the cost of a transaction and are 
often prohibited without the agreement of 
the other party. Rather, most companies 
already have a set of severance and change-
in-control policies or provisions that will 
compensate many employees for the risk 
of waiting out an M&A transaction. These 
plans can be very lucrative and highly 
retentive as well. We know of at least one 

What is Change in Control?
It is a legal term included in many employment agreements, 

severance plans and equity awards. At the most basic 

level, it refers to the percentage of a company’s stock that 

another company or individual needs to own before it is 

considered to have acquired effective control — generally, 

but not always, 50% or more. Because this control 

increases uncertainty, most companies have enhanced 

severance benefits that they pay to executives who lose 

their jobs after a change-in-control condition is met.

High-performing individuals and executives 
will likely begin looking for alternative 
employment — where they get to choose 
their own new colleagues and new roles — 
rather than waiting and seeing what happens 
after the dust settles following a transaction.
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case where a senior director of a company 
had actually given notice, but requested to 
rescind her resignation once she found out 
a deal was in the works.

So the first step in preparing for a poten-
tial M&A deal is to identify all of the plans 
or provisions that can compensate execu-
tives and employees for all the uncertainty 
and risks associated with a transac-
tion. (See Table 1.)

Preparing for M&A Step 2

Know How Your Plans Work
Simply identifying your severance and 
change-in-control plans and policies is not 
enough. It is also important to understand 
how they work in practice and if they actu-
ally provide the kind of protections that 

will retain executives and employees by 
compensating them sufficiently for all of 
the risks associated with a transaction. Key 
questions that need to be addressed include:
 ❙ Are our change-in-control provisions and 
policies competitive with market practice? 
Is our cash severance appropriate? What 
about the equity acceleration provisions in 
our equity plans?

 ❙ Do we really understand all of the factors 
that could trigger a change in control? Are 
they the same across agreements? Are there 
scenarios where a change in control could 
be unintentionally triggered?

 ❙ Are the right people covered by sever-
ance or change-in-control plans? Are 
there any critical talent areas where we 
would be exposed?

Table 1 | Key M&A Provisions and Considerations

PLAN TYPE KEY PROVISIONS CONSIDERATIONS

Employment 
Agreements

 ❙ Define termination scenarios, including provisions 
that allow an individual to resign and receive 
severance payments (“good-reason” termination)

 ❙ Provide cash severance payments and benefits 
continuation, often with higher levels for a change 
in control

 ❙ May include provisions that define what happens 
with equity upon a change in control.

 ❙ Typically, apply only to a small group of senior 
executives

 ❙ Key provisions might override other company plans 
and provisions

 ❙ May differ by individual executive

 ❙ Definitions of change-in-control and good-reason 
termination, in particular, can be tricky and are worth 
particular attention

Change-in-Control 
Agreements

 ❙ Similar to an employment agreement, but only deals 
with severance related to a change in control

 ❙ Provide common provisions across participants.

 ❙ Same considerations as with individually negotiated 
employment agreements except that provisions are 
generally consistent for all participants

Severance Policies

 ❙ Provide for severance following a termination by the 
company regardless of whether a change in control 
has occurred

 ❙ May also include equity provisions (not common)

 ❙ Typically do not include good-reason termination 
language.

 ❙ Although these do not require a transaction to be 
triggered, general severance practices can also help 
reduce uncertainty in an M&A situation

 ❙ Generally, applicable to a broader group of 
executives and employees than a specific change-in-
control agreement

 ❙ Not as prevalent as change-in-control agreements 
(many companies do not have standard severance 
arrangements).

Equity Plans and 
Agreements

 ❙ Most equity awards have specific provisions related 
to termination of employment, including what 
happens upon a change in control

 ❙ Generally, provide for accelerated vesting of equity 
awards following a change in control of the company.

 ❙ Vesting can be partial or full, and with or without 
termination of employment

 ❙ Provisions may not be the same for each award type 
or awards made in different years

 ❙ Automatic acceleration upon a change in control 
(so-called single-trigger vesting) is no longer 
considered best practice — employment must 
also be terminated in most cases to receive 
equity awards.
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 ❙ What is the total value of the 
potential severance if someone 
is terminated following a 
change in control?

 ❙ What about equity awards — and, 
in particular, performance-based 
shares? How are those treated in a 
change in control?

 ❙ Are our most senior executives 
subject to golden-parachute taxes 
under IRC Section 280G and 4999?

 ❙ What if we have a major transaction 
but a change in control is not trig-
gered? What happens then?
A good exercise is to regularly 

calculate the value of severance, 
including equity awards, with and 
without a formal change in control, 
including determining whether 
executives will be affected by the 
additional taxes imposed on excess 
golden-parachute payments following 
a change in control. The findings can 
be insightful and identify unintended 
consequences. For example:
 ❙ For performance-based shares, one 
company had a provision that it 
would calculate the performance as 
of the date of a change in control 
and convert the shares to restricted 
stock. However, following a string of 
poor performance years, the company 
found that most of this stock would 
be forfeited if it was acquired. It 
changed the provision to convert the 
shares at target in a change in control 
to help ensure that it would have 
sufficient retention incentives.

 ❙ In another case, a company found 
itself a potential acquisition target 
shortly after hiring an almost 
entirely new executive team. 
Because of the way tax laws worked, 
it discovered that almost all of the 
executives would be subject to the 
special golden-parachute taxes, 
which significantly reduced the 
retention values. To address this, the 
board of directors granted additional 
equity awards to ensure there would 
be sufficient retention in place if 
an actual offer to purchase the 
company was made.

About Golden-Parachute Excise Taxes
The tax rules related to a change in control 
are extraordinarily complex. It is important to 
understand that there is a possibility that any 
payments made to certain employees based on 
a change in control occurring may be taxed at an 
additional 20% rate above and beyond the regular 
income tax. This includes the value of certain equity 
awards, which can be a significant impact.

The relevant sections of the tax code are IRC 
Section 280G, which defines what qualifies as an 
“excess parachute payment” and IRC Section 4999, 
which imposes an excise tax of 20% on “disqualified 
individuals” who receive “excess parachute 
payments.” Contact your tax adviser for details.

Table 2 | Issues To Be Addressed Once M&A Has Begun

ISSUES PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

Is the transaction a change in 
control and for whom?

Not all deals trigger a change in control, even when it 
seems that they should. Or alternatively, a change in 
control may be triggered for both companies.

Do any executives have 
good reason because of the 
transaction?

Oftentimes a merger or acquisition can trigger good 
reason, giving the executive the right to quit and get 
severance, even when you don’t want that person 
to leave.

Do we need any special 
retention incentives?

Despite the best-laid plans, change-in-control and 
severance provisions might not always be enough to 
eliminate retention concerns. Special retention deals may 
need to be negotiated for select employees.

How will we transition annual 
incentive plans?

Often midyear incentive plans need to be determined on 
a “stub-year” basis for each separate entity at the time 
that the deal closes; go-forward bonus plans generally 
provide for significant discretion in the first year.

How will we transition equity 
incentives?

Most equity plans have specific provisions for how 
awards are treated upon a change in control. However, 
for performance-based plans, it may be difficult or 
impossible to calculate performance for the combined 
entity. How to treat the “in-cycle” plans is often a 
significant discussion point if not well specified in the 
award agreements. 

What happens to pay levels?

Executive pay levels may need to be increased to reflect 
the growing complexity of the company. Pay levels for 
other employees may differ significantly between the 
companies. How to adjust pay levels and over what 
timeframe in particular is a significant challenge.



In addition to calculating values, 
comparing the key provisions to market 
practices is also a fairly straightforward 
exercise. The data are readily available 
from the filings of public company 
peers and surveys of market practices. 
Companies that do not have any sever-
ance policies or have less generous 
change-in-control practices than peers 
should consider the impact on retention 
if a transaction ever occurred.

Preparing for M&A Step 3

Planning for the Transition
Making sure you understand all of 
your change-in-control provisions and 
that they are competitive and compel-
ling are important to do before any 
offer is made. Once the negotiations 
to buy your company begin, your 
ability to make any changes will be 
highly constrained. So these assess-
ments should be made regularly, and 
certainly if you are in an industry 
where M&A activity is highly likely.
What about after an M&A transac-

tion is underway? What do you need 
to worry about then? No two deals 
are alike, and therefore there really 
is no standard set of practices that 
need to be adopted in every case. But 
there are common issues that need to 
be addressed once negotiations start. 
(See Table 2 on page 30.)

Be Prepared
Most of these issues cannot be 
actively planned for until actual 
negotiations with a specific company 
begin. But knowing what issues to 
look for will help you structure an 
effective game plan if a transac-
tion ever arises.
While no amount of planning can 

prepare you for each and every 
contingency, knowing how your plans 
actually work in a change in control, 
identifying any unintended conse-
quences and making sure everything 
supports effective outcomes will help 
you avoid any unpleasant surprises 
if a deal does materialize. This is 
good preparation for everyone. In 
today’s world of ever-larger mega-
deals, no one is safe from a potential 

transaction. Most importantly, you 
don’t want to wait until an offer is 
made for your company to consider 
these issues because by then your 
degrees of freedom will likely be 
severely limited. 

John Borneman is a managing director at the 

Semler Brossy Consulting Group in Los Angeles. 

Contact him at jborneman@semlerbrossy.com.
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